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In a recent case, Beagan v. R.I. Depart-
ment of Labor and Training, the Rhode Is-
land Supreme Court held that an employee 
who was terminated for posting derogatory 
Facebook comments about his supervisor 
was eligible for unemployment benefits. The 
court’s ruling is a cautionary tale that em-
ployers contesting unemployment benefits 
must present affirmative evidence that the 
employee’s social networking activity had a 
tangible connection to the workplace.

A bad day at the office
Michael J. Beagan worked as a deliv-

ery driver for a transportation company 
for several years. The events that led to 
his termination arose after the company 
implemented a new accident policy. Bea-
gan confronted his supervisor about the 
new policy, refused to sign it, and caused 
a ruckus in front of other employees. The 
day after the confrontation, the super-
visor called Beagan into his office with 
the intent of terminating him but had a 
change of heart during the meeting. He 
wrote Beagan up for insubordinate be-
havior and informed him that the next 
violation would result in termination.

The armistice between Beagan 
and his supervisor did not last long. 
Later the same day, they crossed paths 
again, and Beagan boasted that he could 
write whatever he wanted on Facebook 

because he blocked his supervisor’s ac-
cess to his Facebook page. That piqued 
the supervisor’s curiosity, and he en-
listed a third party to access Beagan’s 
Facebook page. The investigation re-
vealed that Beagan made a derogatory 
Facebook post about his supervisor, 
commenting, among other things, that 
he wasn’t “a real boy, Gepetto.” When 
Beagan returned to the office from mak-
ing his deliveries, the supervisor imme-
diately terminated his employment.

The Rhode Island Department of 
Labor and Training (DLT) denied Bea-
gan’s claim for unemployment benefits, 
and the Rhode Island District Court af-
firmed. The district court opined that 
Beagan’s offensive Facebook post con-
stituted misconduct or insubordination 
and was connected to his work because 
he baited his supervisor into viewing 
his Facebook posts. Beagan petitioned 
the Rhode Island Supreme Court to re-
view the district court’s decision.

Supreme court awards 
unemployment benefits

The supreme court framed the issue 
before it as an administrative appeal of 
a denial of unemployment benefits. The 
court stressed that its role was to review 
the record to determine whether there 
was legally competent evidence to sup-
port the district court’s ruling affirming 
the DLT’s decision.
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The supreme court explained that to establish that a termi-
nated employee should be disqualified from unemployment 
benefits, the employer must prove two elements: (1) the employee 
committed an act of misconduct and (2) the misconduct was con-
nected to the workplace. The court skipped to the second prong 
and found that the employer did not submit legally competent 
evidence that established a connection between Beagan’s Face-
book post and the workplace. That finding made it unnecessary 
for the court to determine whether the employer satisfied the first 
element (i.e., that Beagan’s Facebook post constituted misconduct) 
because it failed to meet its burden of proof on the second element.

The supreme court began by observing that it had never 
previously considered “the connection between an employee’s 
alleged misconduct and the workplace as it relates to social 
media and online activity.” The court stressed that its task was 
limited to examining the record to determine whether there 
was legally competent evidence that supported a finding that 
Beagan was ineligible for unemployment benefits. According 
to the court, the unemployment benefits statute should be con-
strued liberally “to lighten the burden that now falls on the un-
employed worker and his family.”

After scouring the administrative record, the court found 
there was no competent evidence to connect Beagan’s Facebook 
post to the workplace. First, the court noted that the supervi-
sor could not access the post without circumventing the privacy 
settings, and the evidence did not suggest that other employees 
or customers could view the post, either. Second, the employer 
did not show that the post was made on one of its electronic de-
vices or that the post was related to Beagan’s job performance. 
Third, Beagan denied making the post while he was working, 
and the employer submitted no evidence to the contrary. Lastly, 
the court noted that the employer did not introduce a company 
policy on social media into evidence. 

The supreme court concluded that the mere fact that Bea-
gan made a comment on Facebook about his supervisor was not 
sufficient to establish a nexus between the post and the work-
place. As a remedy, the court sent the case back to the district 
court with an order to award unemployment benefits.

Bottom line for employers
Many employees use social media these days, and the law 

often struggles to keep pace as technology changes. This case is 
yet another example of how distinguishing the workplace from 
private life in the era of social media can be a thorny issue. 

Beagan does not stand for the proposition that an inappro-
priate social media post cannot lead to the denial of unemploy-
ment benefits. However, it is a stark reminder that employers 
must provide the DLT evidence that establishes a connection 
between employees’ misconduct and the workplace. Beagan 
provides a road map to accomplish that in several ways—for 
example, promulgating a social media policy that serves as a 
basis for a violation or showing that the employee made a social 
media post on company time or a company device.

Timothy K. Baldwin is an associate at Whelan, Corrente, Flanders, 
Kinder & Siket LLP in Providence. You can reach him at tbaldwin@

EEOC marks 50th anniversary of ADEA with 
discussion on discrimination. Experts invited to a 
June meeting of the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission (EEOC) told of the continuing ef-
fects of age discrimination 50 years after passage of 
the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA). 
A 2017 AARP survey reports that nearly two-thirds 
of workers age 55 to 64 report their age as a bar-
rier to getting a job. Also, a 2015 survey using ré-
sumés for workers at various ages found significant 
discrimination in hiring for female applicants and 
the oldest applicants, according to Patrick Button, 
an assistant professor of economics at Tulane Uni-
versity and a researcher with the National Bureau 
of Economic Research Disability Research Center. 
Laurie McCann, a senior attorney for AARP Foun-
dation Litigation, called on the EEOC to strengthen 
ADEA protections and enforcement. John Chal-
lenger of the outplacement and career transition 
firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas said that older 
workers, particularly skilled workers, are being 
channeled out of the workforce, damaging the 
country’s economic health. If more older work-
ers stayed in the workforce, it would significantly 
reduce the skilled worker shortage in the United 
States, he said.

Obama-era guidance on joint employment, 
independent contractors withdrawn. On June 7, 
Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta announced 
that the U.S. Department of Labor’s (DOL) 2015 
and 2016 informal guidance on joint employment 
and independent contractors has been withdrawn. 
The two guidance letters from the Obama admin-
istration—FLSA 2015-1 (dealing with independent 
contractors) and FLSA 2016-1 (dealing with joint 
employment)—narrowed the definition of indepen-
dent contractor and made more employers subject 
to joint-employer status. Acosta’s announcement 
said the DOL will continue to enforce both the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and the Migrant and 
Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act even 
though the guidance letters have been withdrawn.

Executive Order expands apprenticeships, vo-
cational training. Secretary Acosta in June hailed 
President Donald Trump’s Executive Order to ex-
pand apprenticeships and vocational training. The 
order calls on the secretary of labor, in consultation 
with the secretaries of education and commerce, to 
propose regulations that promote the development 
of apprenticeship programs by industry and trade 
groups, nonprofit organizations, unions, and joint 
labor-management organizations. It also directs the 
DOL and the Commerce Department to promote 
apprenticeships to business leaders in critical in-
dustry sectors, including manufacturing, infrastruc-
ture, cybersecurity, and health care. D
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whelancorrente.com or 401-270-0330. Matthew D. Strauss 
is a J.D. candidate at Roger Williams University School of  
Law. D
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RI police lieutenant’s 
retaliation, sexual harassment 
claims survive motion to dismiss
by Timothy K. Baldwin and Matthew D. Strauss

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, a federal anti-
discrimination statute, protects employees from a hostile work 
environment and from retaliation for reporting discrimina-
tion. In Perez v. North Providence, Lieutenant Diana Perez 
of the North Providence Police Department sued the town of 
North Providence, alleging that she faced an ongoing barrage 
of sexist conduct and that the town retaliated against her when 
she complained. The town asked to have Perez’s complaint dis-
missed, but the U.S. District Court for the District of Rhode 
Island held that the complaint included more than enough fac-
tual content to allow the case to move forward.

Background
The court’s decision came in the context of a motion 

to dismiss filed at the outset of the case, which means the 
court would allow the case to proceed if the complaint 
contained plausible factual allegations to support Perez’s 
claims that her employer subjected her to a hostile work 
environment and retaliated against her. At this stage, the 
court does not rule on the veracity of the employee’s al-
legations and assumes that they are true. The court’s role 
is to examine the allegations to determine whether they 
pass muster to unlock the doors to the next phase of the 
case, which typically consists of discovery (the pretrial 
exchange of evidence) or settlement negotiations.

In her complaint, Perez alleged that she began expe-
riencing a series of sexist comments and actions in 2012. 
The incidents included (1) a supervisor’s comments that 
another police officer wanted a sexual relationship with 
Perez, (2) text messages that referred to male genitalia, 
(3) admonitions to wipe thoroughly in the restroom, and 
(4) repeated references to female employees by crude 
names. The complaint alleged that one of Perez’s super-
visors quipped that she probably did not want “any com-
petition” during an interview with a female candidate. 
Finally, the complaint claimed that senior police officers 
commented on the attractiveness of the potential recruit 
by drawing her figure with their hands and gesturing to 
suggest sexual intercourse.

According to the complaint, when Perez complained 
of the conduct, her supervisor said he could no longer 
trust her as part of his inner circle and another supervi-
sor put a toy rat in her police car. She also alleged that 

in response to her internal complaints, the town’s mayor 
joked that he should go into the “wiping business,” went 
on a radio show to question her credibility, and sug-
gested that her union was pulling the strings. The com-
plaint alleged that the harassment and retaliation got so 
bad that when Perez began suffering from high blood 
pressure because of the hostile work environment and 
took leave, the town responded by assigning the officer 
who put the rat in her police car to investigate her leave 
request.

Sidestepping the statute of limitations
The court treated the statute of limitations as the 

major legal obstacle to Perez’s complaint. Generally, to 
satisfy the statute of limitations, an employee must file 
an administrative charge with the Rhode Island Com-
mission for Human Rights (RICHR) within 300 days 
of the allegedly unlawful event. Most of the improper 
conduct alleged in the complaint occurred in the distant 
past. However, because Perez claimed that some of the 
conduct occurred within 300 days of the date she filed 
an administrative charge, the court liberally applied the 
“continuing violation” doctrine to allow the totality of 
her allegations to move forward.

The continuing violation doctrine allows an em-
ployee to establish or “anchor” conduct that otherwise 
would be excluded by the statute of limitations. The 
court explained that the conduct that occurred within 
the statute of limitations period “does not need to estab-
lish a hostile work environment claim” and that it was 
proper to combine the conduct that allegedly occurred 
within the limitations period with the conduct that oc-
curred outside the statute of limitations to determine 
whether the totality of the allegations stated a hostile 
work environment claim. 

The critical factor in invoking the continuing viola-
tion doctrine is whether the time-barred conduct is “re-
lated” to the conduct that occurred within the statute of 
limitations. The court found that all of the alleged con-
duct was related and proceeded to review all the allega-
tions in the complaint to determine whether they stated 
a hostile work environment claim.

Complaint easily stated a  
hostile work environment claim

As a practical matter, the court’s ruling on the con-
tinuing violation doctrine effectively dictated the out-
come of the motion to dismiss. The court found that the 
factual allegations in Perez’s complaint easily cleared 
the bar to allow her hostile work environment claim to 
proceed. 

The fact that the complaint alleged a long history of 
sex-based harassment by supervisors and other officers 
was critical to the court’s reasoning. The allegations in-
cluded a litany of sexual comments about a female recruit 
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in Perez’s presence, comments that Perez received favor-
able treatment because she is attractive, lewd text mes-
sages, and a constant barrage of sexual innuendo. The 
court rejected the town’s argument that Perez should have 
had “thicker skin” and dismissed any suggestion that em-
ployees should have to endure derogatory comments and 
sexual objectification as a condition of employment.

Retaliatory response?
The district court also found that Perez’s allegations 

were more than sufficient to state a retaliation claim. The 
court determined that she engaged in protected conduct 
by complaining to the town’s mayor and filing a charge 
with the RICHR. Further, the court found that her superi-
ors took adverse actions against her after she complained. 
The adverse actions included the police chief telling her 
that he could no longer trust her as “part of his inner cir-
cle,” the placement of a toy rat in her car, and the mayor 
publicly questioning her credibility on a local radio show.

What’s the lesson?
Courts are unlikely to dismiss cases when they 

smell a rat, both literally and figuratively. In this case, 
the employee alleged facts that give a dim view of her 
employer. At this stage of the case, whether the allega-
tions are true is beside the point. The court’s sole role is 
to determine whether the facts, as alleged, are sufficient 
to expose the employer to liability. 

When the allegations are particularly sharp, courts 
are unlikely to dismiss cases during the initial stages. 
There is an old adage that bad facts make bad law. There 
is always legal precedent somewhere to support a par-
ticular point of view, and a court may not hesitate to har-
ness it in certain situations. Employers should always 
think about whether they should file a motion to dis-
miss or whether they should keep the powder keg dry—
either for settlement purposes or for summary judgment 
(dismissal without a trial) later in the case. A negative 
court ruling at the motion to dismiss stage may create 
unhelpful legal precedent for later in the case.

Timothy K. Baldwin is an associate at Whelan, Corrente, 
Flanders, Kinder & Siket LLP in Providence. You can reach 
him at tbaldwin@whelancorrente.com or 401-270-0330. Mat-
thew D. Strauss is a J.D. candidate at Roger Williams Univer-
sity School of Law. D
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Supreme Court delivers  
sermon on ERISA  
‘church-plan’ exemption

The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 
(ERISA) generally requires private employers offering pension 
plans to adhere to a lengthy list of rules designed to ensure plan 
solvency and protect plan participants. Church plans, however, 
are exempt from those requirements. But what exactly con-
stitutes a “church plan”? The U.S. Supreme Court has just 
ruled—unanimously—on this issue.

Church-affiliated hospital pension plans
The case involved three church-affiliated nonprof-

its that run hospitals and other healthcare facilities. The 
hospitals offer defined-benefit pension plans to their 
employees. The plans were established by the hospitals 
themselves—not by a church—and are managed by in-
ternal employee benefits committees.

The three hospitals involved in the case were Ad-
vocate Health Care Network, associated with the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church in America and the United 
Church of Christ; Saint Peter’s Health Care System, 
which is both owned and controlled by a Roman Cath-
olic diocese; and Dignity Health, which maintains ties 
to the Catholic religious orders that initially sponsored 
some of its facilities.

A group of current and former employees filed class 
actions alleging that the hospitals’ pension plans didn’t 
fall within ERISA’s church-plan exemption because 
they weren’t established by a church. The district courts 
agreed with the employees, ruling that a plan must be 
established by a church to qualify for the exemption, and 
the appeals courts affirmed the district court’s ruling.

The U.S. Supreme Court, however, ruled 8-0 (Justice 
Neil Gorsuch didn’t participate in the case) that a plan 
maintained by a principal-purpose organization quali-
fies as a “church plan,” regardless of who established it.

Majority opinion

Justice Elena Kagan wrote the majority opinion. The 
definition of “church plan” came in two distinct phases, 
noted the Court. Initially, ERISA defined it as a “plan es-
tablished and maintained . . . for its employees . . . by a 
church or by a convention or association of churches.”
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But in 1980, Congress amended the statute to expand the 
definition. Now, for purposes of the church-plan definition, an 
“employee of a church” includes an employee of a church-affili-
ated organization, such as the hospitals in this case.

Congress in 1980 also added a provision stating that the def-
inition of “church plan” includes a plan established or maintained 
by an entity whose principal purpose is to fund or manage a 
benefit plan for the employees of churches or church affiliates.

The intent of Congress, the Supreme Court concluded, was 
to encompass a different type of plan in the definition—one that 
“should receive the same treatment (i.e., an exemption) as the 
type described in the old definition.” And these “newly favored 
plans” are described by the Court as those maintained by “prin-
cipal-purpose organizations,” regardless of their origins.

In short, the Court stated that “because Congress deemed 
the category of plans ‘established and maintained by a church’ 
to ‘include’ plans ‘maintained by’ principal-purpose organi-
zations, those plans—and all those plans—are exempt from 
ERISA’s requirements.” Advocate Health Care Network v. Stapleton, 
U.S. Supreme Court 581 U.S. ___ (June 5, 2017).

Sotomayor: Right decision, 
but a troubling one

Justice Sonia Sotomayor, in a concurring opinion, noted that 
the majority opinion meant that “scores of employees—who 
work for organizations that look and operate much like secular 
businesses—potentially might be denied ERISA’s protections. In 
fact, it was the failure of unregulated ‘church plans’ that spurred 
cases such as these.”

While Sotomayor joined the majority opinion because she 
was “persuaded that it correctly interprets the relevant statutory 
text,” she was nonetheless “troubled by the outcome of these 
cases.” She noted that while Congress acted in 1980 to exempt 
plans established by orders of Catholic Sisters, “it is not at all 
clear that Congress would take the same action today with re-
spect to some of the largest health-care providers in the coun-
try[,] . . . organizations [that] bear little resemblance to those 
Congress considered when enacting the 1980 amendment.” D

WORKPLACE TRENDS

Survey finds HR gaining C-suite influence. 
A survey from payroll and HR software provider 
Paychex finds that HR leaders at small and midsize 
companies say they have grown beyond serving a 
traditional administrative function to taking on a 
more strategic role within their organizations. The 
survey of more than 300 HR decision makers from 
organizations with 50 to 500 employees found that 
75% of respondents feel HR technology has en-
abled them to secure a seat at the leadership table. 
According to the study, 41% of respondents meet 
with their CEO or CFO or both on a weekly basis, 
while close to one-third have access to top man-
agement when they need it.

Unemployment rate for persons with disabili-
ties stable in 2016. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics (BLS) reported in June 2017 that the unemploy-
ment rate for persons with a disability, at 10.5%, 
was little changed from the previous year, while 
the rate for those without a disability declined to 
4.6%. Highlights of the 2016 data show that nearly 
half of all persons with a disability were age 65 
and over, about three times larger than the share of 
those with no disability. Also, for all age groups, the 
employment-population ratio was much lower for 
persons with a disability than for those with no dis-
ability. Another finding showed that for all educa-
tional attainment groups, jobless rates for persons 
with a disability were higher than those for persons 
without a disability. The report also noted that in 
2016, 34% of workers with a disability were em-
ployed part-time, compared to 18% for those with 
no disability. Also, employed persons with a dis-
ability were more likely to be self-employed than 
those with no disability.

Study finds employees dissatisfied with senior 
leaders. A survey from advisory firm Willis Towers 
Watson finds that U.S. employees give their senior 
leadership low marks on key aspects of people 
management, including the ability to develop fu-
ture leaders, evoke trust and confidence, and dem-
onstrate sincere interest in employees’ well-being. 
The Willis Towers Watson Global Workforce Study 
found that just 45% of U.S. employees have trust 
and confidence in the job being done by their or-
ganization’s top leaders. That’s down from 55% of 
those who responded similarly in 2014. Just under 
half (47%) believe leaders have a sincere interest in 
employee well-being, while just 41% think their or-
ganization is doing a good job of developing future 
leaders. The research found that employees give 
their immediate managers higher grades. Eighty-
one percent say their managers treat them with re-
spect, while 75% say managers assign them tasks 
that are suited to their skills and abilities. D
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Best practices for employers 
under EEOC’s new SEP

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) re-
cently released its Strategic Enforcement Plan (SEP) for 2017 to 2021. 
The new plan replaces an earlier version issued in 2012, but it isn’t a 
radical departure from the agency’s previous agenda. Employers hop-
ing for a more employer-friendly EEOC under the new administration 
may be disappointed by the 2017 SEP.

The plan makes clear that the agency will continue to aggressively 
investigate and litigate issues it sees as having the greatest impact on 
the development of the law or on promoting compliance across a large 
organization or industry. The EEOC expresses its intent to “focus 
on strategic impact” to be effective as a “national law enforcement 
agency,” despite its increasingly limited funding and staffing.

The new plan focuses on developing substantive areas, including the 
“gig economy,” “backlash” discrimination against Muslim and Middle 
Eastern employees, and discriminatory hiring and recruitment policies. 
It also makes clear that hot-button topics from recent years are likely here 
to stay. Employers are strongly urged to develop practices now to help 
them avoid EEOC charges and withstand the agency’s scrutiny.

EEOC takes on ‘gig economy’
Today, employees are more likely than ever before to be tem-

porary, part-time, leased, employed through a staffing agency, 
or employed by more than one employer. These days, more 
workers fall in that ill-defined gray zone between true indepen-
dent contractors and employees. The “gig economy” is defined 
by the prevalence of short-term contracts and freelance work. In 
its SEP, the EEOC “adds a new priority to address issues related 
to complex employment relationships and structures in the 21st 
century workplace, focusing specifically on temporary workers, 
staffing agencies, independent contractor relationships, and the 
on[-]demand economy.”

Unions speak out on air traffic control initia-
tive. Union leaders representing airline and gov-
ernment employees are speaking out on President 
Donald Trump’s air traffic control reform initiative. 
Lee Saunders, president of the American Federa-
tion of State, County, and Municipal Employees, 
says his union is opposed to what he calls “inef-
ficient and risky efforts to privatize the nation’s air 
traffic control operations.” He said the reform plan 
“has the potential to threaten safe and efficient air 
travel for many Americans, to significantly weaken 
the economy, and to harm the committed federal 
workforce that is dedicated to the safe and effi-
cient aviation all Americans deserve and expect.” 
Captain Tim Canoll, president of the Air Line Pilots 
Association, Int’l (ALPA), said the U.S. air traffic 
control system should operate as a not-for-profit 
organization, and key stakeholders, including 
ALPA and the National Air Traffic Controllers As-
sociation, must hold a role in its governance and 
oversight.

Machinists union hails Uber decision to 
allow tipping. The International Association of 
Machinists and Aerospace Workers (IAM) is tak-
ing credit for the decision by ride-hailing company 
Uber to allow riders to tip straight from Uber’s app. 
“Thanks to pressure from thousands of ride-hail 
drivers joining together in the IAM’s Independent 
Drivers Guild, Uber riders across the United States 
will soon be able to tip straight from Uber’s app,” 
a June statement from the union said. “We were 
proud to lead the way in this fight on behalf of driv-
ers in New York City and across the nation,” said 
Jim Conigliaro, Jr., founder of the drivers’ group 
and IAM Eastern Territory chief of staff. “This is an 
important first step toward a fairer ride-hail indus-
try,” he said.

Union leaders criticize withdrawal from Paris 
climate agreement. President Trump’s decision 
to withdraw the United States from the Paris cli-
mate agreement has drawn criticism from union 
leaders. AFL-CIO President Richard Trumka called 
the move “a decision to abandon a cleaner future 
powered by good jobs.” He said Scott Pruitt, ad-
ministrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA), has given dangerous advice and 
following his lead “is a failure of American lead-
ership.” Mary Kay Henry, president of the Service 
Employees International Union (SEIU) said Trump 
and his political allies “are killing the creation of 
new industries and jobs that could give communi-
ties the boost they need to thrive in favor of corpo-
rate polluters who want to pad their bottom line on 
the health of our communities.” She said already 
in the United States, clean energy jobs outnumber 
fossil fuel jobs, with solar and wind energy at the 
forefront. D

UNION ACTIVITY
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Employers that use those types of employment ar-
rangements must remember that “gig” workers can also 
allege discrimination or harassment. Don’t cut corners 
on training on your antidiscrimination and antiharass-
ment policies. Temporary employees may be viewed as 
easy targets for harassment, discriminatory treatment, or 
bullying. As the recent events at Uber have made clear, 
companies that grow quickly need to make sure they 
“grow up” by timely implementing clear and consistent 
policies and encouraging a culture of professionalism.

Discrimination against Muslim, 
Middle Eastern employees

Another focus area for the EEOC is “addressing 
discriminatory practices against those who are Muslim 
or Sikh, or persons of Arab, Middle Eastern, or South 
Asian descent, as well as persons perceived to be mem-
bers of these groups.” While it’s somewhat unusual for 
the EEOC to announce that it will specifically focus on 
particular religious groups or nationalities, the plan ex-
plains that strategic protection is necessary because of 
“backlash against [those groups] from tragic events in 
the United States and abroad.” It’s unclear how enforce-
ment of the issue will proceed under the new presiden-
tial administration.

Remember that you must provide employees rea-
sonable accommodations for religious observances, in-
cluding breaks for prayers. Appearance and dress code 
standards that arbitrarily ban or restrict beards, turbans, 
or head coverings likely will draw increased scrutiny 
from the EEOC. Backlash discrimination should be spe-
cifically covered in antidiscrimination training.

Barriers in recruitment and hiring
The EEOC restated its commitment to eliminat-

ing barriers in recruitment and hiring and added new 
details to its goal. Specifically, the EEOC will take aim 
at the lack of diversity in certain industries, including 
technology and police work, and the increasing use and 
impact of data-driven employment screening tools. Em-
ployers in targeted industries should continue to focus 
on recruiting a diverse workforce.

Employers that use online applications, algorithms, 
or similar data tools to screen applicants must be par-
ticularly careful. Those tools can provide a first look at 
applicants and assist hiring managers. However, you 
must know what parameters are used in the screenings 
and make sure you consider how the screenings could 
pre sent barriers (even unintentionally) for groups such 
as older workers, minorities, women, and people with 
disabilities. For example, a screening tool that automati-
cally eliminates applicants with a long gap in employ-
ment may unintentionally have a disparate impact on 
women who left the workforce to care for a young fam-
ily. Date-of-birth inquiries could discriminate against 

older workers. Online application processes that aren’t 
accessible to people with disabilities present an obvious 
problem.

Screening applicants by checking their social media 
profiles also can be risky. Social media profiles may re-
veal more than a potential employer should know about 
employees’ religion or other protected characteristics.

Pregnancy discrimination,  
unequal pay, LGBT protections

The EEOC will continue to prioritize substantive is-
sues such as rooting out pregnancy discrimination, pre-
venting unequal pay, and protecting LGBT individuals 
from discrimination.

The EEOC has focused on accommodating employ-
ees’ pregnancy-related limitations. Employers are re-
minded that pregnant employees should be treated the 
same as nonpregnant employees with a similar ability 
or inability to work. Remember, if a pregnant employee 
hasn’t requested leave or a new role, you can’t force 
her to take leave or change roles because you believe 
she shouldn’t perform a certain job. At the same time, 
a pregnant employee who requests an accommodation 
should be treated the same as other employees who re-
quest accommodations.

The EEOC will continue to focus on equal pay. 
However, the SEP makes clear the agency won’t focus 
on equal pay strictly as a gender issue: “The Commis-
sion will also focus on compensation systems and prac-
tices that discriminate based on any protected basis.” 
The guidance reminds employers that pay differentials 
should be based on seniority, merit, or quantity or qual-
ity of production, not on protected characteristics.

Finally, as you likely know by now, the EEOC inter-
prets the prohibition against sex discrimination under 
Title VII as forbidding employment discrimination 
based on gender identity and sexual orientation. The 
agency has enjoyed great success in enforcing its posi-
tion. It has obtained more than $6 mil lion in monetary 
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relief for LGBT workers, required policy changes by employers, 
and convinced a growing number of courts to endorse its inter-
pretation of Title VII.

The number of EEOC charges based on sexual orientation or 
gender identity increased by 34 percent in 2015. The agency is 
unlikely to slow down in its strategic enforcement in this area, 
and you would do well to include sexual orientation and gender 
identity as protected characteristics in your equal employment 
and antiharassment policies. The Human Rights Campaign has 
reported that the vast majority—89 percent—of Fortune 500 
companies already prohibit discrimination based on sexual ori-
entation, and two-thirds prohibit discrimination based on gen-
der identity. 

Bottom line
The EEOC expects employers to follow not only the laws it 

enforces but also its interpretations of those laws. Take the time 
to analyze your work environment regarding the issues in the 
agency’s SEP. Consider revising your policies and practices to 
more closely align them with the EEOC’s strategic positions. 
Your efforts will prove to be invaluable if your company faces an 
EEOC charge or investigation. D
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